Virtuozzo Application Platform for WordPress

The next-generation WordPress platform for hosts and cloud providers

No serious WordPress website deserves to live on shared hosting. Shared hosting environments cannot deliver the performance, scalability and security that online businesses need.

Sell faster, more scalable, more secure WordPress hosting with Virtuozzo. Virtuozzo Application Platform for WordPress is a streamlined container-based hosting solution that delivers the performance, scalability, security and DevOps automation that’s needed by online brands, and the digital agencies that support them.

Make WordPress more scalable
• Automatic vertical scaling
• Automatic horizontal scaling
• Automatic clustering

Boost WordPress performance
• Better page load times
• More requests per second
• Deliver a better customer experience

Make WordPress more efficient
• 20x faster deployment
• 10x faster daily operations
• Easier to support: consumes less resource too

Key features
From standalone WordPress instances to complex multi-cluster environments, the Virtuozzo Application Platform makes WordPress easy – and optimizes your operations, too.
• Automated clusterization on application and infrastructure layers
• Optimized container technology and enterprise-level software stacks
• Vertical and horizontal scaling based on resource consumption
• Automatic updates with pre-configured professional CI / CD pipeline
• Improved security with isolated containers, DR, built-in WAF, DDoS protection, server security add-ons
• Intuitive management with self-service developer and admin portals

“Virtuozzo Application Platform for WordPress is a powerful tool that doesn't just manage and automate cloud services, it manages them all from an easy-to-use GUI panel. Many things that used to require highly-trained admins and DevOps and took many hours of configuration, can all be done in a few clicks. Being able to do these things through automated software is not only a matter of ease, but also cost! Lots of time saved... It is a game-changing power to do things this easily.”

Johnny Nguyen, WPJohnny
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Help your customers modernize their applications

Virtuozzo Application Platform for WordPress helps your customers build better software and digital experiences to drive new business opportunities and sales.

- Accelerates their development process
- Meets end-user needs for critical applications
- Simplifies development of flexible applications by leveraging microservices and APIs
- Enables the move from mono-cloud to multi-cloud
- Reduces their maintenance efforts
- Helps developers support marketers in achieving KPIs, like time-to-market, site performance, conversion rates and sales

Help your business modernize its infrastructure

Virtuozzo Application Platform for WordPress helps service providers build a better hosting infrastructure with more efficient utilization.

- Accelerates your go-to-market
- Provides an advantage over traditional hosting competitors
- Enables you to offer multi-cloud solutions
- Reduces your maintenance efforts

High performance
High density elastic WordPress hosting on containers: fast and efficient hardware utilization

Highly scalable
Clustered hosting with automatic vertical and horizontal scaling, to cope with any spike in website traffic

Secure and highly available
Fully isolated containers, container networks and policies, plus auto-failover and clustering, ensure security & uptime

Consumption based pricing
With Virtuozzo you bill customers only for the resources they use, so you can differentiate on TCO too
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